Research Office Lending Library
Process for Obtaining Materials

Please email Lisa Escher with item number you are interested in borrowing, Lisa will then confirm if it is available and have you come to the Research Office and sign the item out.

Items are to be checked out and returned within a two-week period so that they can be available to as many faculty as possible. If an extension is needed please contact Lisa to see if there is anyone else wanting the material, if not, another two week extension will be available.

Please return all materials back to the Office of Research Support in BHS-100.

Lending Library

1. Executive Report: The Secrets to Winning K08 & K23 Awards: Get ‘Protected Time’ to Enhance Your Career
   MP4: The Art & Science of Writing K08 or K23 Career Development Grant Application

2. NIH R01 Grant Application Mentor
   MP4: Crafting Your R01 Proposal like the Pros: 10 Insider Tips Revealed

3. Executive Report: R15 AREA Grants: How to Determine Your Eligibility & Write a Winning Proposal
   MP4: Academic Research Enhancement Award (R15) Grants

4. NIH R15 Grant Application Mentor
   MP4: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: R15 Overview and Distinctives
   NIH R15 Grant Mentor: Unique Components of an R15 Application

5. Executive Report: Interdisciplinary Research Teams

6. Research Lab Management Challenges and Solutions
   MP4: Inspirational Bench Leadership: Developing an All-Star Lab Team

7. Revising and Resubmitting NIH Proposals
   MP4: PDF Handouts: Revising and Resubmitting an NIH Grant: Deciding Between A1 and A0.
8. Writing in Science & Medicine: The Investigator's Guide to Writing for Clarity and Style

9. Writing the NIH Grant Proposal: A Step-by-Step Guide


11. MP4 Presentations on Mentors and Mentees
   The Mentoring Relationship: What a Good Mentor Should Know, What the Mentee Should Anticipate
   How to Become a Better Mentor to Your Post Docs
   Beyond the Grad Student – Teaching Undergraduates Through Research

12. Alpha-Stim for Anxiety, Insomnia, Depression, and Pain Management

13. Research Methods: The Concise Knowledge Base
   Research Methods: The Concise Knowledge Base Workbook